Subject: German
Year 7
(Modules, Topics)
Term 1
Kapitel 1: Meine Welt und ich







Use definite and indefinite article and
capital letters at the start of nouns;
Introduce yourself and say your age and
where you live;
Describe your personality;
Use accusative case with haben;
Use regular verbs;
Memorise and use haben and sein

Term 2
Kapitel 3: Freizeit Juhu







Kapitel 2: Familie und Tiere






Use pronouns appropriately;
Adapt nouns to make them plural;
Use modal verb können plus infinitive to
say what your super animal can do;
Describe family members and their ages;
Use regular verbs and haben and sein;

Use regular verbs in the present tense
and apply endings to new regular verbs;
Use adverbs gern/nicht gern to say what
you like and don’t like doing;
Give your opinion on different hobbies
using adjectives;
Apply word order rules to say when you
do something and how often;
Use irregular verbs sehen, fahren and
lesen;
Describe your and other people’s
hobbies;

Kapitel 4: Schule ist Klasse.




Giving opinions of school subjects using
ich mag…(nicht)
Saying why you like or don’t like a
subject using weil and changing word
order;
Applying word order rules after time
expressions;

Term 3
Kapitel 5: Gute Reise!








Say what there is/isn’t in your town;
Use indefinite article after es gibt;
Say what you can do using man kann +
infinitive;
Have a conversation buying souvenirs in
a shop;
Understand amounts of money;
Have a conversation ordering food in a
café;
Talk about future plans for the summer
holidays using the future tense




Use adjectives before the noun and add
appropriate endings;
Say when your birthday is and use
ordinal numbers








Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com
Assessment: Kapitel 1: Reading and listening
assessments; Writing assessment: Translation
from and into German and a bullet point task
testing memorised language from this unit of
work.
Kapitel 2: Reading and listening assessments
Speaking assessment: Conversation about pets
and family OR conversation about a super family

Telling the time using the 24 hour clock
and describing school timetable;
Describing teachers and their interests
using possessive pronouns;
Recapping rules about forming plural
nouns
Using prepositions and cases
Describing school rules using dürfen +
infinitive;
Describing your dream school

Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com

Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com

Assessment: Kapitel 3: Reading and listening
assessments. Writing assessment: Write a
response to an email about hobbies

Assessment: Kapitel 5: Reading and listening
assessments. Writing assessment: Write a plan
for your family’s summer holiday including
present and future tenses (where you will go and
why, what there is to do there, what you can do
there and what you will do there); Speaking
assessment: role play either ordering souvenirs
in a shop or ordering food in a cafe
End of Year examinations: Listening, Reading and
Writing paper including translation based on
topics covered in Year 7.

Kapitel 4: Reading and listening assessments.
Speaking assessment: describing your dream
school

Year 9
(Modules, Topics)
Term 1
Kapitel 1: Vorbilder







Talking about role models
Using the present and perfect tenses
Talking about experiences and
overcoming misfortunes
The imperative
Explaining how a role model inspires you
celebrity culture

Term 2
Kapitel 3: Meine Ambitionen









Kapitel 2: Musik









Talking about types of music
using subject and direct object pronouns
Talking about playing/singing in a band
Describing a music festival
Making comparisons
Using separable verbs in the perfect
tense
Asking and answering questions
spontaneously.
Understanding formal and informal
register

Discussing ambitions
using the conditional
Talking about reasons for doing jobs
Discussing what you would like to be/do
Talking about working in a ski resort
Using in and auf with the dative and
accusative cases.
Understanding and responding to
voicemail messages
Transcribing and decoding language

Kapitel 4: Die Kindheit
Talking about your childhood
Using the imperfect of modal verbs
Comparing primary school and secondary school
using the superlative
Talking about Grimm’s fairytales
Writing a story in your own words

Term 3
Kapitel 5: Rechte und Pflichten









Talking about age limits
Discussing what is important to us
Comparing life now and in the past
Using three tenses
Discussing how we can make a difference
Developing ideas and justifying opinions
Discussing what is important for
happiness
Reading and responding to literary and
authentic texts.

Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com

Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com

Resources:
www.pearsonactivelearn.com

Assessment:

Assessment: Kapitel 5: Listening, Reading and
speaking assessment.
End of Year examinations: Listening, Reading and
Writing paper including translation based on
topics covered throughout Years 7, 8 and 9.

Assessment:
Kapitel 1: Listening, Reading and writing
assessment. Writing assessment - bullet point
task testing memorised language from this unit
of work. Translation into German
Kapitel 2: Listening, Reading and Speaking
Assessment: taking part in a dialogue about
music

Kapitel 3: Listening, Reading and speaking
assessment.
Kapitel 4: Listening, Reading and writing
assessment.

